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Price List January 2024 
Prices including delivery and set up within our delivery area. 

VERTICAL UNITS  

The VX240 Domestic VTU inc Full Length Body Breeze (in white)  
24 Tube 0.3  Electric Low Energy/High Power RUVA                   £2,575.00 
The VX240 Domestic VTU inc Full Length Body Breeze (in white)  
24 Tube 0.3  0.3 High Performance 160-200 Max RUVA                  £2,825.00 
 
Optional Extra - Metallic Silver Paint / Black                         +    £     79.00 
 
The Caribbean Vertical (Sunrise Orange, Deep Sea Blue, Midnight Black) 
26 Tube 0.3 Electric Low Energy/High Power RUVA      £2,950.00 
 
 

THE ELITE EVOLUTION DOUBLE 18 Tube UNITS  
18 Tube 0.3  Electric Low Energy/High Power RUVA 
Including 4 tube facial                    £2,255.00  
 
18 Tube 0.3 High Performance 160-200 Max RUVA 
Including 4 tube facial                    £2,555.00  
 
Optional Extras – Full length body breeze       £295.00 
             Full length body breeze and side tanning    £385.00 
 
 

THE ELITE EVOLUTION CANOPY UNITS 
9 Tube  Evolution 0.3 Electric Low Energy/High Power RUVA 
Fold away - Including 4 tube facial        £1,295.00 
 
9 Tube  Evolution 0.3 High Performance 160-200 Max RUVA 
Fold away - Including 4 tube facial        £1,575.00 
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VX240       Caribbean  
 

 
 

              
Elite Double       Elite Canopy 
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ELITE DOUBLE; 
 
The Electronic Unit’s boasts an ultra-modern aesthetic, seamlessly blending stylish curves with cutting-edge features 
to offer the epitome of a home sunbed experience. Housing the latest 0.3 Evolution Electronic Low Energy – High 
Power tubes, meticulously engineered to optimize UVA/UVB tanning performance, this sunbed promises a sun-kissed 
glow like no other. 
 
Equipped with an integral 4-tube facial/leg tanning booster as a standard feature, it goes above and beyond to ensure 
comprehensive tanning coverage. For those seeking an extra touch of luxury, the option to add a body breeze with a 
side tanner is available as an additional upgrade. 
 
The all-new lightweight aluminium base has been thoughtfully crafted to enhance the unit's durability, providing 
added robustness without sacrificing elegance. Thanks to its slender profile, the design not only exudes sophistication 
but also facilitates easy mobility. Our commitment to innovation is evident in the development of the Electronic range 
– a conscious effort to reduce energy consumption while preserving the sunbed's unparalleled tanning capabilities. 

 
 
VX24 
 
Introducing the VX Range, a pinnacle in domestic Vertical Tanning Units meticulously designed to optimize full-body 
coverage and deliver exceptional tanning results. At the forefront of this collection is the ‘Electronic’ VX240 sunbed, 
revolutionizing home tanning with innovative features. 
 
The VX240 boasts highly efficient electronic chokes and 0.3 Evolution Electronic tubes, meticulously engineered to 
enhance UVA/UVB tanning performance. This results in a more profound, enduring tan, embodying the essence of 
our commitment to a superior tanning experience while significantly reducing energy consumption. 
 
Designed and manufactured in Great Britain, these Vertical Tanning Units adhere to the highest quality standards, 
meeting the latest British and European regulations. 
 
Key Features: 
 

• Evolution Electronic’ 0.3 compliant tubes for safe tanning 
• Low Energy Electronic components for eco-conscious operation 
• Ergonomic shape for close-proximity tanning, ensuring optimal results 
• Single mains plug (8.6 amps) for convenient setup 
• Appropriate safety timers to comply with current legislation 
• Full-length customer-controlled body breeze for added comfort 
• Total body coverage with full surround tanning for a comprehensive tan 
• Hour counter fitted to monitor tube life, ensuring consistent performance 
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Each panel of the VX240 is equipped with high-capacity cooling fans, featuring a 9-louver vent system and a network 
of 16 ducts behind each tube. This advanced cooling mechanism guarantees a comfortable and regulated tanning 
environment, further enhancing the longevity and efficiency of the sunbed. 
 
Elevate your tanning experience with the VX Range, where cutting-edge technology meets thoughtful design, 
providing a harmonious blend of performance, safety, and energy efficiency. 
 
 
 
 

THE CARIBBEAN  
 
 
Introducing the Caribbean Sunbed 26T VTU – your ultimate gateway to achieving a flawless tan from the comfort of 
your home. This exceptional vertical sunbed, designed for domestic use, not only offers ample space but also adds a 
touch of vibrancy and style to your living space. 
 
With 26 Evolution 0.3 safe tanning tubes, the Caribbean Sunbed guarantees a lively tanning experience while adhering 
to the strict EU safe tanning regulations. The incorporation of the latest electronic ballast technology allows the 
sunbed to function seamlessly with a standard 13 AMP plug, showcasing its modern design and efficiency. 
 
For precise tanning control, the sunbed features twin 10-minute timers, ensuring you achieve the perfect tan every 
time. Enhancing user comfort, a full-length customer-operated body breeze is at your disposal. The 5-panel design 
ensures comprehensive body coverage, all while maintaining the benefits of close proximity tanning. At the heart of 
our Electronic Sunbed range lies our commitment to energy efficiency, ensuring a sustainable approach without 
compromising on tanning capability. 
 
Experience the 26 Tube Caribbean Sunbed – your pathway to a flawless tan, right in the heart of your own home! 
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